INTRODUCTION:

MarsRise ($MARSRISE) is an automated liquidity pool growth
and incentive holder token introduced on the Binance Smart
Chain through taxation of transactions. This brings together
a community on the Mars expedition $MARSRISE is a DeFi
coin based on experimental liquidity, which works as a
decentralised token generated by individuals. Our Platform is
designed to make conventional financial principles more
untrusted, decentralised and automated, while at the same
time keeping user information and data privately and
confidentially accessible to MARS. It serves as evidence of
liquidity Token, which does not allow for unforeseen surges
and keeps the high stability

OUR STANDARDS:
DECENTRALIZED DEFLATIONARY TOKEN
Tokens or coins are deflated and the value of them
in contrast with national currency is essentially
higher. Decentralized exchanges are a reliable
option for bitcoin purchases and sales without
trusting a third party to finance their business. A
decentralized application is the core purpose of a
smart contract, so that business logic may be
programmed that allows various activities,
procedures, or transactions. LOCKED LIQUIDITY
Liquidity pools are pools of tokens kept in smart
agreements that provide liquidity for decentralized
trading to mitigate the uncertainty that such systems
produce. The larger the ratio, the more the security
margin the Company will cover the current liabilities.
More than one is a good liquidity ratio. None of us
have to worry about our platform Liquidity pool being
closed and filled in automatically

BSC(BINANCE SMART CHAIN):
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is a network blockchain
designed for the operation of intelligent contractbased apps. "The platform's objective is to enable
developers to construct decentralized apps and
empower consumers to manage their digital assets
across a low latency and high capacity chain. A key
platform in the front of the DeFi movement is Binance
Smart Chain. Users may utilize Decentralized Apps to
lend, borrow, stock, or even earn their funds in liquidity
pools by securing tokens There.

OUR FEATURES:
MONETARY POLICY SMART CONTRACT
When reserve demand diminishes, the digital
currency of an interest-bearing central bank would
contribute to transferring political interest rates to
the rest of the economy. They offer a lot of
monetary anonymity while also permitting
intermediate transactions. $MARSRISE is one of the
most active and forward-looking money-policy
contracts in the field of cryptography.

ANTI-WHALE SYSTEM
Liquids are pools of tokens maintained under
intelligent agreements that offer the liquidity for
decentralized trade to alleviate the insecurity
generated by these systems. The greater the ratio, the
more the Company's current liabilities are covered by
its security margin. There is more than one good cash
ratio. Nobody needs to fear that our Liquidity Pool
platform is automatically closed and filled.

ANTI-DUMPING SYSTEM
A dump is a manipulation method that people or an
entity can collect and artificially raise the price of a
crypto asset by the dissemination of disinformation.
We provide an anti-dumping system, a tax structure for
sales and purchases that are less than the average, to
prevent volatility and dumping.

HOW TO BUY?

You only need a smartphone, an internet connection, and a trusted
bep-20 wallet to purchase $MARSRISE. BEP20 tonnes are supported by
trust wallets. You can easily buy on pancakeswap as well as on
Metamask.
Go to our website for detailed step by step instructions to buy
$MARSRISE and let's take one more step towards MARS

TOKENOMICS

TOKEN DETAILS

TOKEN NAME-----------------------------------------------------------------------------MARS RISE
TOKEN SYMBOL-------------------------------------------------------------------------$MARSRISE
CHAIN-------------------------------------------------------------------BINANCE SMART CHAIN
TOKEN TYPE-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BEP20
TOTAL TOKEN SUPPLY------------------------------------------------------1 QUADRILLION
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